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About This Game

WATCH YOUR CRIME CITY COME ALIVE AS YOU PLAY!
Doodle Mafia is the biggest “Doodle” game ever!

Over 500 puzzles to solve and items to create as you play the role of Crime Boss or Cop. You decide how you want to play as
you play through multiple hard-nosed storylines & play modes.

As you build your Gang and make your fortune you must evade the Cops as well as fight off rival games in order to become the
“Big Boss” of the City. In the “City” mode watch your Crime City come alive as you successfully pull off heists, escape the

Cops or beat-off rival gangs. But you gotta watch your back because behind every corner there is a good Cop trying to make a
name for himself or a rival Gangster trying to take your turf!

In the “Campaign” mode, nab the bad guys or pull off heists to build your fortune. Can you successfully rob the bank and escape
the Cops? Are you tough enough to defeat the rival boss and be the Crime Big Boss of the City? We shall see how good you

are…"

Remember: Crime Does Pay!

The biggest “Doodle” game ever!

OVER 500 Puzzles to Solve & Items to Create.
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Play as a Gangers or Cop.

Watch your Crime City come alive as you play.

Multiple Game Modes and Storylines to play through.

Available in 6 languages: English, German, French, Russian, Chinese & Portuguese.
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Title: Doodle Mafia
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
JoyBits Ltd.
Publisher:
JoyBits Ltd.
Release Date: 20 Apr, 2017
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English,French,German,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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For being part of the Doodle series, it really doesn't stand up to its siblings.

There's too much element groups, i got most of the groups and my eyes were hurting from all the visuals, and just like the
groups, some of the elements don't make sense. Some of the elements are just another element but with an added word at the
end\/start such as "Theft" for multiple items, it just seem lazy and uninspired.

The story is short and boring, that's all I have to say about it.

The only redeeming quality (if you can call it that) is how short it is so you don't have to suffer through the game.

2\/10 - Buy during a discount.
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